
Asteroid Impact



10-meter asteroids burn up in the air.

20-meter asteroids are like nuclear explosions on 
direct impact. On average, once every century.



500 meters is equal to all nukes detonated at once. 
Once every 50,000 years.

At 2 kilometers, the sky gets dark as it falls. Once 
every million years.



Atmosphere



An asteroid entering the atmosphere burns the 
ozone layer around it.

Various acids are created through heat reactions.



If the impact is powerful enough, the dust along 
with the soot from the fires can block out the sun 
and cause nuclear winter.

The temperature drops until the sky clears, 
afterward, the temperature will rise. (More 
greenhouse gases present after impact.)



Geosphere



As the asteroid enters the atmosphere, it displaces 
the air around it, creating a vacuum and on 
impact, the asteroid launches debris which 
replaces the vacuum before it falls back down to 
the ground.



Asteroid impacts can cause earthquakes.

Asteroids will leave behind a crater regardless of 
where it lands.



Hydrosphere



If the asteroid hits the ocean, water will be 
launched into the air and a steam explosion will 
occur, worsening the impact.



Asteroid impacts can cause tsunamis.



Biosphere



Asteroid impacts can cause wildfires.

If an asteroid is fast enough, instead of a 
temporary vacuum, it can create a hole in the 
atmosphere that can last for up to 10 seconds. 
More than enough time to send water and debris 
into space. Everything will fall all over the world. 
The debris can cause wildfires, sometimes on the 
other side of the world if it falls there.



Without ozone, UV light enters and kills the 
plants. Small species are also killed.

Acid rain also kills the plants. Upper ocean 
species are also killed as the carbon cycle gets 
disrupted.



If nuclear impact winter occurs, photosynthesis 
may completely stop, which will kill the food 
chain as the producers start to disappear.



Satellites and telescopes are being used to find 
asteroids heading for Earth. 20-meter asteroids are 
very hard to find; however, it will be easier as 
technology advances.



The first way to stop an asteroid is to make it miss 
Earth by reducing its speed by one millionth of its 
total speed. This can be done by:



nuking it

crashing a spaceship into it

flying a spaceship next to it (using a spaceship’s 
gravity to pull it)

painting one side of it so that sunlight bounces off 
one side causing it to move in the opposite 
direction

attaching a light sail to it so sunlight can push it



However, if an asteroid heading for the earth isn't 
detected until the last month or two, then 
deflection is not an option. So the best option 
would be to destroy it by raming a nuke into the 
asteroid. If the asteroid isn’t destroyed, then a 
bunch of 20-meter asteroids is still better than one 
500-meter asteroid.
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